Preface to the Second Edition

Six years have passed since the first edition of Conflict and Catastrophe Medicine was published. Those 6 years have not been peaceful: conflict has continued in Iraq, Afghanistan, Africa, and the Middle East.

Terrorist attacks have continued around the world and London has had its first experience of suicide bombings.

The landscape for humanitarian work is dangerous and challenging.

The aim of this second edition is in line with the first edition – to provide an entry-level resource for people working (or considering work) in a hostile environment.

Contributors with real hard one practical experience have been invited to share their views, and they do this with a raw honesty in a variety of writing styles.

The second edition of Conflict and Catastrophe Medicine has benefited from these contributions, and we hope our prospective readers will do so as well.

The book editors are donating their royalties from this book to the charity ‘Help for Heroes’.

Adriaan Hopperus Buma
Alan Hawley
David G. Burris
James M. Ryan
Peter F. Mahoney
Preface to the First Edition

This work is intended as an *entry-level* text aimed at medical, nursing and paramedical staff undertaking work in a hostile environment.

It covers aid across a spectrum of hostile environments encompassing natural disasters, man-made disasters and conflict in all its forms, and extending to cover remote areas and austere industrial settings. The common thread in these situations is an increased risk of injury or death, which extends to both the local population and the expatriate workers.

Providing care in these environments needs an understanding of the situation, and how this constricts and limits what can be achieved. This understanding bridges the fields of medicine, politics, economics, history and international relations.

Many humanitarian and equivalent organisations have long recognised the difficulties which can be experienced, and run a wide variety of courses, workshops and exercises to broaden the skill and knowledge of the worker.

We hope this work will help in these endeavours, and provide a link to the more specialist texts and training available.

It should give the prospective volunteer a feel for the depth and breadth of the subject, and make volunteers realise the importance of external factors which impact upon medical care. It should also heighten their respect and understanding of other professionals in the field, such as engineers and logisticians.

Finally, this work should educate and inform those who now, or in the future, volunteer to deploy into an environment of conflict or austerity.

* Jim Ryan
  * Peter F. Mahoney
  * Ian Greaves
  * Gavin Bowyer
Foreword

The experienced authors and editors provide us with an expanded and improved valuable resource. The first edition of *Conflict and Catastrophe Medicine* was of great value, particularly to those studying for the Examination for the Diploma in the Medical Care of Catastrophes under the auspices of the Apothecaries of London. Having worked extensively with all of the Editors, I have learned considerably from all of them based on their vast individual and collective experiences as well as the academic and teaching abilities of all involved. Admiral Hopperus Buma, COL/Professor Burris, General Hawley, COL (Ret.)/Professor Ryan, and COL/Professor Mahoney representing perspectives from the Netherlands, the UK, and the USA have had broad civilian and military experiences at multiple levels in government and in healthcare delivery throughout the world. These editors/authors have augmented and complimented their own experiences with specific contributions by other authors who have had significant recent experiences.

The six sections in the Table of Contents provide a rapid review and help identify specific areas of interest ranging from a broad spectrum of medical responses to both natural and man-made disasters, including military conflicts. The topics range from health planning in action in the Rwanda Crisis and from “Operation Phoenix” with the British Medical Aid Program in Sarajevo in the Balkans to multiple other topics including conflict recovery and ethics involved with those who have the misfortune to be injured or who are deprived of even the basics for human survival.

This is a “must read” for anyone working in the broad field of conflict and catastrophe medicine to include those in non-government organizations (NGOs), military medical personnel around the world, and those in government addressing these global challenges. Specifically, this will be the primary source for review for those being examined for the Diploma in the Medical Care of Catastrophes. The material is informative and interesting being well organized. Hopefully, reading this material and teaching from this book will create an exciting incentive in others to contribute to those less fortunate around the world as “globalization” becomes more part of our common existence.

Norman M. Rich
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